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London is the equivalent of
‘the American dream’
meaning the city I would
rather be in Europe is London
Do you like London? Why?
I love London because it is the place of possibilities and opportunities. London is the equivalent of “the American
dream”, meaning the city I would rather be in Europe is
London. It is a versatile, diverse city in terms of cultures, and
people are easily accepted. I just don't like the gun crime issue
and the Brexit decision.
Tell me more about you, your job your lifestyle.
I am a TV presenter and journalist working for BBC. I work
within the BBC Africa department and present a weekly news
programme for teens in Francophone Africa. Therefore, I present in French. I am an independent, single mum with a fiveyear-old son. I adore him and enjoy being a mum every day. I
do have hobbies such as fitness and travelling. I work out often
and love travelling country to country, especially across Africa.
I love networking and meeting new faces and experiencing
new cultures.

How would you describe your style?
My style is very trendy, sexy but classy. I follow fashion closely,
from hairstyle to the shoes that I wear. I have different hairstyles
every month, I like to dress according to the trend but I never
forget to be true to my age, if you know what I mean.
What is your favourite colour and why?
Orange, mustard kind of, because it represents brightness and
light like sunshine. It is a colour of positive energy, and I think
I am all that.

London Faces London Faces, is a portrait gallery by Alexa Roche Photography.
Composed of encounters, stories and colours, it takes you behind the curtain to discover London's most extraordinary characters. With
London Faces, Alexandra’s goal is to shine a light on remarkable personalities and uncover their unique nature and beauty. The outcome
of this journey is to provide a vibrant portrait gallery showing the true colours and diversity of London. You’ll find her at
www.alexaroche.com and follow her on instagram: @alexarochephotography & @london.faces
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